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Abstract—3D integration technology is nowadays mature
enough, offering today further system integration using
heterogeneous technologies, with already many different
industrial successes (Imagers, 2.5D Interposers, 3D Memory
Cube, etc.). CEA-LETI has been developing for a decade 3D
integration, and have pursued research in both directions:
developing advanced 3D technology bricks (TSVs, µ-bumps,
Hybrid Bonding, etc), and designing advanced 3D circuits as
pioneer prototypes. In this paper, a short overview of some
recent advanced 3D technology results is presented, including
some latest 3D circuit’s description.

tree is a critical problem in the context of 3D circuits [3]. To
avoid global clocking, Globally Asynchronous and Locally
Synchronous (GALS) scheme must be adopted to implement
efficiently a 3D NoC. In figure 1, a homogeneous
asynchronous 3D NoC is proposed to build a 3D Multi-Core,
using similar dies and tiles. The objective is to reduce mask
costs, to improve yield by partitioning the multi-core system
in smaller dies, while reducing the overall system
consumption and latency, due to shorter NoC paths.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

After the profound evolution of deep submicron
technologies, we are facing today the wall of transistor
shrinking. More Moore trend is facing severe difficulties:
cost, variability, power density, timing uncertainties [1]. In
order to pursue technology and design integration, More Than
Moore technologies, such as 3D integration, are becoming
more attractive. With 3D technologies, and so-called Through
Silicon Vias (TSV), it is possible to stack various dies
together. The 3D technologies are opening a full scope of new
application possibilities, by integrating more devices from
potentially different technologies (CMOS, MEMS, DRAMs,
etc.). Full 3D can be envisaged by stacking vertically dies on
top of each other’s or Interposers – also called 2.5D – by
stacking horizontally dies onto silicon substrate. We present
in this paper one exemple of each configuration, both
developed at CEA-Leti: A two dies logic stack (“3DNoC”)
and a smart interposer (“IntAct”).
II.

HOMOGENEOUS COMPUTING FABRIC USING 3DNOC

A. 3D Architecture & circuit
For power efficient embedded applications, Network-onChip (NoC) has already proven to be an advanced
communication infrastructure for the current “2D” many-core
architectures. Based on structured packet based interconnect,
NoC offers full modularity, scalability, high performance, and
quality of service, compared to existing bus-based
interconnect. For 3D-stacked circuits, 3D NoC, as a natural
extension of current 2D NoC, is then a promising solution for
increased modularity and scalability [2]. Even if 3D
technology introduces new application possibilities, it also
incurs VLSI design problems. For example, delivering a clock
to each die and dealing with clock synchronization and clock

Fig. 1.

3D NoC architecture topology.

A Telecom baseband circuit, based on a 3DNOC, using 2
layers of identical dies, have been designed and fabricated in
a 65nm technology in a Face2Back flip-chip assembly. The
circuit implements some asynchronous 3D serial links [4].
B. Technology & Integration
For such a stacking and an application, 40µm pitch
technology was required for die-to-die connection. A copper
pillar process flow, 20µm diameter, Cu/SnAg (µbumps) and
Cu/Ni/Au (copper post) metallurgy, was chosen for top –
bottom die connection (figure 2) - A TSV-middle process,
10µm diameter and 80µm depth (Aspect ratio 8:1), and some
copper pillar diameter 55µm, were chosen for die to package
connection (figure 3). A face2Back flip chip assembly were
needed, very similar to the one used for Wide I/O
demonstrator [5].

Fig. 2. µbumps (Cu/SnAg) (a) and Copper post (Cu/Ni/Au) pitch 40µm

Fig. 3.

Cross section of the bottom die with TSV-middle and copper
pillar diameter 55µm

One particularity of this stack is that both dies have
strictly the same size. It makes impossible for the packaging
to use capillary underfill, so that Non-Conductive Paste and
thermo-compression process were used [6]. A cross section of
the final package on BGA is shown on figure 4 and figure 5.

Fig. 6.

-

Fig. 4.

Cross section of the final package, including 2 stacked dies

Fig. 5.

Detail of the 3DNOC circuit stack

Packages are now available for final testing. More
performance results will be submitted shortly.
III.

ACTIVE INTERPOSER BASED MULTI-CORE SYSTEM

A. 3D Architecture & circuits
On one hand, since 3D technologies are currently not
mature enough, stacking in 3D a large number (with #die>2)
of homogenous logic dies is still not yet easily feasible (even
if this is already done at product level for 3D memories). On
the other hand, with Moore’s law for advanced nodes, the
yield of large dies is constantly decreasing, which leads to
prohibitive costs of high end large dies. One possible solution
is to partition a large single die with low yield in smaller dies
with better yield assembled in 2.5D using interposers [7].
More and more 3D players are forecasting the use of active
logic within 2.5D interposers in order to further optimize the
system, and justify the current high cost of passive
interposers.
By splitting a multi-core system in multiple chiplets
stacked onto an active interposer (figure 6), one can achieve:
- Yield optimization: chiplets are composed of computing
processing units, fabricated in advanced technology, pretested and assembled on a large size interposer, fabricated
in a mature technology. The active interposer logic density
must obviously be kept low enough to maintain high yield
of the large area active interposer, to preserve system cost.

Active interposed-based multi-core

Power & Thermal dissipation mitigation: compared to 3D
thermal issues [8], power density is reduced, power
delivery networks are simplified, and thermal dissipation
is almost comparable to standard 2D dies.
Smart Interposer features: by using active logic within the
interposer, it is possible to integrate smart functions like
high performance pipelined interconnects (NoC, PHYs),
IO pads, Power Management, SoC infrastructure logic
(Clock, Test, Debug), and Sensors (Stress, Thermal, etc).

Compared to previous homogenous 3DNOC architecture,
the system level interconnect is then hierarchical: 2D NoC
within the chiplets to connect the clusters of cores, 2D NoC
within the interposer to connect the chiplets, and 3D vertical
links between the chiplets and the interposer. For 3D link
throughput optimization, phase converters may be used [9].
For power management, by integrating switched capacitances
on the interposer available area (without impact on interposer
yield), a switch cap DC/DC converter avoids costly external
passive components and provides efficient on-demand DVFS
to individual chiplets [10].
A multi-core cache coherent architecture [11], integrating
a total of 96 MIPS32 cores, including a fully cache coherent
memory architecture, have been designed using FDSOI 28nm
22mm2 chiplets assembled on a 200mm2 CMOS 65nm active
interposer, in a Face2Face chiplet interposer 3D assembly
configuration. This demonstrator is named IntAct [12].
B. Technology & integration
Interposer technology has been introduced and then
improved in the last few years [7]. Some electrical data has
proven the feasibility of the integration, even if some
challenges in terms of warp management, especially during
final assembly, remains [13].
The specification for the demonstrator IntAct described in
the first paragraph are nevertheless slightly different: first a
very dense die-to-die interconnection matrix is needed for an
optimized communication network between top and bottom
dies. Pitch of 20µm or even less would open the door for
higher performances. To obtain this fine pitch, 2 technologies
are developed and evaluated.
First, copper pillar and µbumps limits are pushed to reach
a pitch of 20µm (figure 7). Work on underfill is in parallel
needed because current process of record is available with
state of the art pitch of 40µm. Pre-applied underfill (non
conductive paste and Wafer level underfill) can be used.

IV. CONCLUSION

Fig. 7.

µbumps Cu/SnAg diameter 10µm/pitch 20µm
and its mettallurgy after reflow process.

To reach even more aggressive pitch and thus increase the
possibility of partitioning between top & bottom dies, Cu-Cu
direct bonding is also a very interesting alternative. This
technology, based on almost standard CMP process, does not
require any pressure and no temperature – No underfill is
needed neither. If this technology is under development since
several years and near of industrialization on a Wafer-ToWafer approach, some advanced work on Chip-To-Wafer is
also under work, making this promising process compatible
with interposer [14]. Crosse section of a pad stacked thanks to
copper-copper direct bonding is shown on figure 8.

3D architectures are now well known both from design
and from technology aspects. The challenge now would be
how to create smart system to optimize performances,
industrialization, cost, time to market…Both examples in this
paper aim different applications and finally design and
technology bricks involved are very different and every
choice need to be studied from the beginning to finally obtain
the right 3D architecture. This emphasizes the need for a close
common work between design & technology to obtain the
best from 3D integration.
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